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Section A:  The Cultural Domain

Answer all of the questions in this section. 

SOURCE 1

A – a sculpture B – a painting

C – a photograph D – a musical score

© iStockphoto.com / William Blacke © iStockphoto.com / Stanislav Pobytov
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SOURCE 2

Style secrets from George Davies – the designer who has worked his magic across 
the high street for 25 years

1 Don’t be a slave to fashion
 Choose chic pieces that will last no matter what the latest fashion fads are.

2 It’s in the detail
 Pay attention to detail, and don’t save glamour for special occasions.

3 Less is more
 Texture is one of the essential trends, but don’t go head-to-toe – my advice is to wear 
 just one key piece.

1 (a) Consider the images in Source 1. For each, identify three features of the creative process 
which has led to the successful work of art. [12]

 (b) Briefly explain George Davies’ ‘style secrets’ as listed in Source 2. [6]
 
 (c) How might one of the style secrets in Source 2 be applied to the work of an artist with whose 

work you are familiar? [6]

 (d) With reference to specific examples, identify two major external influences that dictate 
change in the Arts. [6]

Section A Total [30]
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Section B:  The Cultural Domain

Answer one question from this section. 
Answers must be in continuous prose.

2 To what extent do you agree with the statement ‘knowledge is power’? [30]

3 Outline and discuss two ways in which publishers have made magazines and periodicals
more appealing to readers. You should refer to named examples of magazines or periodicals in 
your answer. [30]

4 By referring to one art form in detail, explain and discuss the difficulties facing an artist who wishes 
to create an original work. [30]

 Section B Total [30]
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Section C:  The Social Domain

Answer all of the questions in this section on a possible solution to congestion.

SOURCE 3

Public transport in Europe regularly shows us up. However, suddenly and stealthily we 
are on the verge of taking a lead in one of the most prestigious of such services – light 
rail. In England now, major cities either have a light rail network or are about to acquire 
one. Already more than 200km of track is in service. Hundreds of millions of pounds are 
being invested in state-of-the-art systems. Passenger numbers boom. More than 100m 
passengers use the network each year – that is 280,000 a day. But as new networks come 
on stream, those figures will almost double to 540,000 passengers a day.

Why, 50 years after we pulled all the old tramlines out, are their modern equivalents 
popular? From the passengers’ perspective, it is important that they offer the quality of 
service and standards that passengers expect today: the utilitarian bus, which people last 
used a generation ago before they bought a car, does not offer these. Trams here and in 
Europe have proved an attractive alternative to the car. They look new, comfortable and 
exciting. Confidence in any new system is demonstrated dramatically by the house prices 
along the route corridors. Croydon is forecast to take 10% of traffic off the road along the 
corridors it serves. In Manchester and Sheffield, the equivalent figure is 20%, while in 
Leeds it is projected to rise to 25%.

The price of this change is enormous. The government’s 10-year plan for transport shows 
about £2.6bn of public and private money invested in light rail schemes, on top of £1bn 
spent so far. The engines for change are the local authorities and passenger transport 
executives serving the areas covered. Light rail systems can introduce new life into tired 
city centres. A light rail system is a statement that a city is committed to regeneration. A 
clapped-out, 40-year-old slam-door train running every half hour is no match for a new 
tram running every 10 minutes from brighter, smarter stations. Moreover, a new tram can 
leave the original track bed behind and head straight into the heart of the city. People still 
say they would prefer to go to work by car, but they can’t and public transport is so good 
that they don’t really mind having to use it. 

Extract from D Begg, Trams are us, 20 August 2001 © Guardian News & Media Ltd 2001, www.guardian.co.uk

5 (a) Suggest one way in which public transport in Europe ‘regularly shows us up’ [line 1]. [3]

 (b) Give two reasons for the popularity of light rail systems. [6]

 (c) Explain two ways that ‘light rail systems can introduce new life into tired city centres’ [lines 
20-21]. [6]

 (d) Outline two further examples of alternatives to using cars to commute from home to work or 
school, bringing out both advantages and disadvantages. [15]

Section C Total [30]
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Section D: The Social Domain

Answer one question from this section.
Answers must be in continuous prose.

6 A referendum allows voters to have their say on a single major issue. Outline and discuss the main 
arguments for and against referenda taking place in the UK. [30]

7 What have been the advantages and disadvantages of state controlled industries in the UK? [30]

8 Identify two groups of people whom you consider to be socially excluded. For each one, discuss 
ways in which they might be successfully integrated into society. [30]

Section D Total [30]

Paper Total [120]
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